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Although some may believe that vampires
are on the outs, history has shown that
these creatures never really die. Although
their popularity may wax and wane, these
mysterious, dangerous, and often sexy
creatures are always present in our lives.
They will forever be a part of our cultural
heritage- whether in celebrated works of
fiction, or in popular TV shows and
movies. Where Have All the Monsters
Gone? traces the evolution of vampires
from their beginnings in folklore though
modern day using quotes and examples
from authors ranging from Keats, John
Polidori and Bram stoker to Anne Rice,
Stephanie Meyer and Charlaine Harris.
This scholarly analysis is divided into four
major sections: folklore, poetry, prose, and
film, which roughly corresponds to the
order in which the vampire emerged into
the fictional world. Included with the essay
is a list of works sited which provide
evidence of the research that went into the
book, as well as an excellent list of further
reading for other vampire scholars.
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Paulette Zastrow. Where Have All the Monsters Gone?: The Evolution of Vampires in Fiction. See more. Kindle Price:.
List of Easter eggs in The Sims The Sims Wiki Fandom powered Apocalyptic and post-apocalyptic fiction is a
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